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Summary
‘Art is a form of communication’ which activates the emotional and mnestic processes man needs. Works of art have significance for satisfying our aesthetic needs, Uznadze claims, in as much as they provide us with an opportunity to activate the relevant values and mental acts. Creating and perceiving poetic speech may be reduced to comprehending the content elements and the systematic influence of regularity: rhyme or aesthetic elements. Using mirror words as stimuli in psycholinguistic experiments has been defined terminologically by experimental psychology as ‘palindrome’. It is well-known that in the process of mastering speech or writing children do such reversal all too often, both in graphics and articulation. Many researchers report similar phenomena and so have we, but mainly from the point of view of hemisphere dominance and leading hand. No psychic or psycho-physiological explanations for artists’ preferences in creating rhythmical speech have been made, yet one thing is certain: what has been created is always awaiting its reader – it will be perceived; it will evoke certain associations; it will turn into a mental act.

1. Introduction

The accumulation of facts and speculations that have to do with the peculiarities of human perception regarding art’s communicative processes leads to emphasising art’s essential characteristic: ‘art is a form of communication’ which activates the emotional and mnestic processes man needs. Works of art have significance for satisfying our aesthetic needs, Uznadze claims, in as much as they provide us with an opportunity to activate the relevant values and mental acts.
By introducing Uzandze’s cognitive concept of *Einstellung*, we find it possible to create a link between the peculiarities of perception and the artistic creation of a new reality by the intimate *Einstellung* outlined by Uznadze (1973). The focus of our discussion here will be one of the few studies of this problem done by a psycholinguist: Leontiev’s observation (1973) devoted to art as a specific form of communication between people.

"What matters is not what relations are being evoked by art forms and not even the material through which they are evoked, since static signs do not give communication its specificity but only define the character of this specificity. What matters is the very form of communication that evokes these relations", remarks Leontiev.

The above-mentioned author upholds the original claim that he would disregard semantic research, which treats art as a sign system with a specific language. Despite using known semantic elements, like words, signs, forms and color combinations, art, according to Leontiev, incorporates these into a wholly independent functional *Gestalt*. "In this connection the artistic image based on a verbal sign is simple but far from being the only quasi-object of human art", states Leontiev.

According to Vigotski (1968), art operates with quasi-language elements, which have been transformed in order to metamorphosize the material in every work of art, thus metamorphosing feeling: "Thus the meaning and function of a poem on sorrow are not related to conveying the sorrow of the author … but are meant to recreate sorrow in a manner that reveals a new insight into life’s truth." (see *Artists*)

These interpretations show the influence of Aristotle’s catharsis tradition and ancient Greek drama. Leontiev believes that the most pedantic analysis of simple quasi-objects used in art is only ‘dead’ material that does nothing but mediate the live activity of art that, even when subjected to this kind of analysis, always remains a mystery. "Hence, the mystery of language resides in the crossing point of knowledge through language and communication by language. Whereas the secret of art resides in the crossing point of knowledge about art and communication by art."

Reliving or empathy in art is probably the communicative event known to theoreticians and defined as anthropomorphic force. Consequently, art seems to emerge out of a new reality of intimate *Einstellung* in exteriorized forms pointing outwards (i.e. intentional forms): directed at everybody to be perceived and co-experienced.

This contains the ‘great magic’ of creating and experiencing again the aesthetic communicative events. In other words, this is an exchange in which "art becomes a social technology of feeling" (Vigotski 1968).
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